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A. The D/3 System

A D/3 system has three major hardware components, the Display Control Module (DCM), the Process Control Module (PCM), and the Operator Control Module (OCM). The components communicate using a standard TCP/IP network.

An OCM provides the operator interface and is an off-the-shelf PC that is running Microsoft’s NT-workstation operating system. The PCM is a rack-mountable single board computer that resides in a MultibusII-like card cage. It is used for real-time process control. It includes a Pentium CPU running a proprietary real-time operating system kernel. A communications cable connects the PCM with several I/O multiplexer chassis that contain I/O modules that interface with the field instruments and controllers. The PCM provides a runtime database that contains the I/O attributes, process control logic, and process alarm attributes. The DCM provides high-level process-control functions, such as periodic data trending, data archiving, alarm collection, and special functions needed to support the system configuration. This is also an off-the-shelf PC that is running Microsoft’s NT-Server operating system. The DCM is also used as a software development platform that is used for creating and managing the operator displays and editing the process-control database.

I. INTRODUCTION

The TRECAMS project began in 1986 in support of the TFTR’s Deuterium-Tritium (D-T) experimental operations. The system offered a good balance of “tried-and-true” and leading-edge hardware and software technology. TRECAMS was used to facilitate the operations of tritium system operators, TFTR operations supervisors, and HVAC operators. Following the cessation of TFTR operations, the system’s functions were still required, albeit with a different emphasis. Rather than facilitating the fueling of TFTR with tritium, the system was now essential for tritium removal from TFTR and its subsystems. In D&D terminology, a ‘line break’ is a carefully planned and executed engineering activity in which tritium-containing structures are physically separated. A line break will release tritium in a controlled manner.

TRECAMS provides a real-time indication of the amount of tritium that is being released during a line break. In addition to displaying and archiving the data, site supervisors can ensure that the line break procedure is exhibiting the expected tritium release behavior. This real-time monitoring capability has made TRECAMS a critical system for the D&D project.

II. RELIABILITY PROBLEMS

The TRECAMS performed admirably throughout TFTR’s D-T experimental operations. During this period the D/3 hardware and software product line continued to rapidly evolve. Although advanced D/3 technologies were commercially available, the TRECAMS was not upgraded in order to maximize availability and reliability, and to minimize the costs associated with engineering changes. This philosophy was effective, but helped contribute to the TRECAMS reliability and maintainability (R&M) problems that eventually became a concern for the D&D project.

The R&M issues were as diverse as they were numerous. Foremost, all of the engineering staff that had specialized D/3 and TRECAMS technical expertise were no longer employed by PPPL. A significant rise in the hardware failures rate began in 1998. Compounding this was that diagnosis was laborious. Significant engineering manpower was increasingly being diverted from other PPPL projects to service the TRECAMS, to
One of the fortunate aspects of this upgrade was that almost all of the hardware in “the field” could be reused, as-is. The new Pentium-based PCM CPU module replaced four computing boards in the old system. A GSE Systems supplied real-time operating system kernel is still in use on the PCM. The communications network was able to use the original 100 micron multimode fiber optic cables. The network equipment was capable of using the original system’s (now) non-standard 100 micron fiber cable because the distances were short (< 300 meters).

In the original system there was a specially-designed fiber optic network device that enabled the PCM to extend its I/O multiplexer chassis. Special PCM software was also required for this device. It was decided to eliminate this unique hardware and software by configuring a new PCM into the TRECAMS D/3 architecture. This PCM was locally installed in an existing chassis, near the remote I/O multiplexors.

The OCM and DCM now feature popular computing components such Microsoft’s NT operating system, and Ethernet communications. Due to the popularity of these components, hardware and software obsolescence is much less of a concern than with the original system.

B. Software
The reliability of the industry-standard PC hardware, operating system, and network components of the upgraded system are well-established. There were concerns about the new D/3 software. Would the software be reliable? Would “porting” the rather old TRECAMS-specific application software introduce a functional error? Would the process databases continue to function properly? Would the TRECAMS operators be comfortable with the upgraded operator displays? The answer to these questions follow.
The D/3 system software (version 10.1) had been released for over a year and was successfully operating under NT at several major facilities. Porting of the TRECAMS software was a major concern. This concern was alleviated to some degree because the subcontracted GSE team had experience upgrading D/3 systems. The scope of our upgrade presented no unusual challenges for them. The TRECAMS process control algorithms and I/O attributes are in a database in the PCM. The configuration of that database is contained in several ASCII (text) files. Fortunately, the format of these files remained virtually unchanged between the original version_3 and the new version_10 D/3 software. Furthermore, a utility on the original system was used to “up-load” the online database from the TRECAMS PCM memory to a file, which could then be used as a basis for building the upgraded D/3 databases.

In addition to the PCM database, another important software porting task applied to the operator’s control displays. The four types of control displays used most by the TRECAMS operators are called Faceplates, Trending, Alarms, and Graphics. Similar to the PCM database, the faceplates, trending, and alarm displays were configured using ASCII files. Again, these files were capable of being copied from the version_3 system and modified for use on the upgraded version_10 software with little change.

The most difficult porting effort was for the thirteen graphics displays. The new graphics engine was completely different, and each display had to be replicated in appearance and coded from scratch. Even though the new D/3 graphics system was capable of providing powerful process-related functionality and detailed graphics symbols, it was desirable to keep the display’s appearance as close to the original as possible in order to minimize the imposition of the upgrade on the operators, who were accustomed to the existing displays.

C. Operator Interface
One of the most desirable features of the upgrade was to maintain the look and feel of the Operator Interface in both the hardware layout and the appearance of the control displays. This was critical in making the transition smooth and minimizing the impact of the upgrade on operations. The original system’s operator interface consisted of a special D/3 process control keyboard, two 21-inch color displays, and a D/3 annunciator panel. The upgraded system’s operator interface maintained the look and feel of the original. It consisted of a standard Compaq PC with keyboard and mouse, a dual-monitor graphics card, two 21-inch monitors, and a new D/3 process control keyboard. The special D/3 keyboard’s functions can now be performed using the standard computer keyboard and mouse. As previously mentioned, the operator’s Faceplates, Trending, Alarms, and Graphics displays retained their original appearance.

D. Training
Two types of training were included in the upgrade, corporate training and in-house training. A major goal of the upgrade was to replace PPPL’s lost D/3-specific expertise to facilitate in-house software changes and effective hardware support. Early in the upgrade project several PPPL engineers attended training courses at GSE’s training center. This provided immediate benefits for the upgrade project, and was actually helpful in keeping the original system running during its waning months. The training provided PPPL’s TRECAMS engineers with an understanding of the D/3 architecture and operating principals. It also helped to establish the technical dialogue between PPPL and the GSE upgrade team. Finally, the training helped in developing the detailed system validation processes and procedures.

In-house training was presented to the TRECAMS operators. This was TRECAMS-specific, hands-on training. The training’s primary purpose was to introduce the new OCM equipment, explain the revised (OCM) operating procedures, and give the operators an opportunity to use the new OCM prior to deployment. The ability to maintain the original OCM’s hardware configuration and software display’s look-and-feel made the training go extremely well.

E. Testing
A key requirement for implementation was to avoid a significant interruption of the D&D project and tritium operations. The project was given a two-week window to perform the upgrade and validate the upgraded TRECAMS. To achieve this, a priority was given to validate as much hardware and software as possible prior to actually installing the system at PPPL. Validation was comprised of extensive code audits, and hardware, configuration, and software tests at the GSE facility. The tests at GSE were conducted using a test procedure designed to demonstrate almost all aspects of the system. To accomplish this, the new hardware and a network was setup and operated at the GSE test facility. A test-PCM was populated with I/O modules into which test signals could be injected to observe the propagation of alarms and process-values to the various OCM displays and other DCM software.

After the equipment arrived at PPPL, some of the tests were duplicated prior to installation. After installation, all functions of the TRECAMS were completely tested thorough a series of Integrated Systems Test Procedures. The test went very smoothly. Critical real-time tritium monitoring functions were completely validated in a few days. Complete testing was finished in about two weeks.

F. Installation
To minimize the downtime for D&D, the installation of the TRECAMS upgrade included pre-cutover tasks. The pre-cutover phase began several weeks prior to the shutdown of the original D/3 system. It included the re-termination and minor rerouting of fiber optic cables, installation of the PPPL-supplied Ethernet network equipment, and (a few days before cutover) the removal of the old OCM hardware. After only one day the PCMs, DCM, and one OCM were installed and connected to the network. All systems booted normally and the final integrated systems testing began. The remaining OCM installations were completed in a couple of days. Thorough
planning and inter-departmental communication helped the installation to proceed without unanticipated delays or work interruption.

G. Maintenance and Support
GSE Systems offers a variety of D/3 maintenance and support plans that may include hardware, software, and design services. Because the TRECAMS project has a limited lifetime (3-5 yrs), the most modest support program was selected. The maintenance agreement provides 20 hours of technical support and software-maintenance upgrades. PPPL maintains an in-house inventory of spare D/3 hardware, so hardware replacement and premium repair services were not included. In addition to the aforementioned support plan, GSE offers a complete range of training courses, such as graphics programming and hardware troubleshooting.

IV. CONCLUSION
The TRECAMS upgrade project was a resounding success from both the management and technical viewpoints. All of the major goals were achieved on schedule and within budget. In the year since the upgrade the system’s performance and reliability has been excellent. No failures have occurred. Soon after the upgrade project’s completion, a few long-awaited application software changes were made. In addition, the reliability of automated report generation software has been reliable, unlike the previous software. The operators are comfortable with the system’s familiar PC desktop/windowing HMI. They have shown a preference for using the standard keyboard and mouse instead of the legacy D/3 process control keyboard.

The corporate ownership of the D/3 product changed several times since the original PPPL procurement in 1986. A key in the success of the project was that the D/3 engineering personnel remained with the product, through its revisions and corporate changes. They helped to maintain continuity in the product, to introduce evolutionary changes rather than implementing completely new methods. This has helped immensely in the areas of software porting and operator training.
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